
 

Across 

1 The boxes hearts arrived, with a little one, back in 
- a structure of nickel, ivory, brass and quartz (3,4,7) 

9 Romantic play in which one fails to score (4,5) 

10 West playing this card game (5) 

11 Sulk about help being slackened (4,3) 

12 Prepares to transport carpet as baked goods 
more expensive (5,2) 

13 Father gives a talk? (3) 

15 Goldenhorse brought back a type of medieval 
polyphony (6) 

18 Diffuse, large rodent with university dropout (6) 

19 Possessor of a 1 across employing H-word (2,3) 

20 Note found in a pit reflected puzzle (6) 

22 Lack of love for thorium? (6) 

24 Barn dance without a combination of blues and 
jazz (1,1,1) 

26 See a graduate play tennis? (7) 

27 Previously Billy's girl exchanging last two letters 
about love (2,2,3) 

29 Dance away the sunburn? (5) 

30 One garrison a French king took back with 
greater reason (1,8) 

31 Bill's fish follows stray monarch, leading to 
unease (7,7) 

Down 

1 Has hotel photo been developed to show Bill and 
13's version of 1 across? (9,5) 

2 "Postperson" appearing in 1 across left out in 
Nevada (or vice versa) for a brief stanza (5) 

3 A blazing row not disclosing state of painful toenail 
(7) 

4 Brown builder of a type of 1 across's aunt 
encountered the Head (6) 

5 Ridiculous sailor getting a root (6) 

6 1 across creator's audible sources of mercury (1,1,5) 

7 Physicist raising hotplate in Armstrong's cooker, 
finally (5,4) 

8 Half-heartedly dancing around two birds, he declared 
1 across impossible (7,7) 

14 Hubble plied with alcohol, ends up... (5) 

16 ...finding mysterious sigils and musical slides (9) 

17 Countess of Lovelace is rising prosecutor, note (3) 

18 Beheaded saintly being appearing in 19 (3) 

21 "Postperson" appearing in 1 across with upstanding 
memory and a small amount of hair (7) 

23 Make sir, for example, a thing - why not, you ask 
with loose lips? (7) 

24 "Get Back", say, in the downpour (6) 

25 Greeting in nude resulting in bribe (3,3) 

28 Fleming, say, taking a short time to get up for 
Campbell, say (5) 

 


